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About This Game

You wake up looking at the cell and trying to remember a dream you have seen last night. There are only vague memories in
your head - It was something connected with the cosmos and with the frightened astronaut's face. You have no time to think -

you have to go to the work. There you create a perfect simulations of a human, called Molds.

So your journey through the parks, cemeteries, suburbs and dreams begins. Your adventure is in the City where the sun never
sets.

It's a surreal mix of classical visual novels, odd choices, cyberpunk, mysticism and everyday life of a man lost in a rapidly
changing reality.

You'll see the game, inspired by the numerous arthouse films, postmodern literature and dreams that come closer to dawn.

This game is the memory of the games that have never existed.
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Features:

 150 background images, some of them are animated, made in the old-school pixel art

 Graphics, based on a simulation of the old systems and monitors (mostly on the Commodore 64 and MSX)

 Dive into the crazy world full of mysticism and cyberpunk

 The atmospheric and varied music (40 songs)

 The total duration of the game: more than 4 hours

 Just read, watch, listen to and ponder the riddles of the game world

 Steam Trading Cards

Thank you and happy reading!
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Title: Cyber City 2157: The Visual Novel
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Harotobira
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 4 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium® 4 1.5 GHz / Athlon® XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX® 9.0c compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c compatible

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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cyber city 2157 the visual novel

I actually liked how visually creative this was, but the story was unbelievably terrible and boring and the written material is
frankly unreadable.. Game ended too quickly. I sat and spoke with the statue of Lady Alanis for the entire duration and then it
just ended with us looking at the moon with a very vague story. I thought I would be able to proceed after our discussion but no,
this was not the case. The verbiage is clearly written by a foreigner as a lot the writing required decyphering.. Low-budget visual
novel. Plot doesn't make sense.. A strange game which full of mosaic and schizophrenia; but I can not stop playing it!. I would
hope it reads better in russian, spanish or chinese. If I was reading a book that started like this I would throw through the moon
door.. Game ended too quickly. I sat and spoke with the statue of Lady Alanis for the entire duration and then it just ended with
us looking at the moon with a very vague story. I thought I would be able to proceed after our discussion but no, this was not the
case. The verbiage is clearly written by a foreigner as a lot the writing required decyphering.. I bought this for the artstyle, but
by-god I cannot understand what is happening.
That's from both the terrible english, and how I assume it's supposed to seem dream-like

I'm sure if I knew more russian than\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\
u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I'd enjoy myself, but you should not buy this until they fix the translation.

. I really wanted to like it, but it just didn' work out.
Of all the visual novels I've read, this one has to be the worst :/. Great novel and long to!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDvw3lGpKDo
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very atmospheric and interesting
was immediately pulled into the gameplay
the save features are great
def worth the buy. Weird game. A renpy visual novel with not-the-best translation from Russian. The story is about a guy who
lives in a domed futuristic city and makes holographic AI reconstructions of people as a day job. The city appears to be
manipulated around him in his personal life, so it's hard to tell what's reality and what's not. The stories are varied but sometimes
hard to follow due to the poor sentence structure. I don't see any deeper literary meaning, so I guess it's a slice-of-life
exploration into insanity or the nature of personal reality? Each playthru is <30 minutes. There seem to be maybe 8~12 endings.
Good idea with not-so-good execution. Still, it has a degree of charm to me. Hopefully this review helps you decide if you'd like
to try it. In future I would like the author to write more and to improve the English translation.. deffinately a mind♥♥♥♥. the
visual style looks like a cross between early C64 and VGA graphics, with changing color schemes. the story really follows the
logic of a dream, so that your choices really change the dynamics of the story and sometimes the world around you. looking for
adventure? escape? safty in the usual or danger in a world beyond? just be carefull what you wish for. and just like a dream, if
you go too deep, it just might end before you really want it too. granted a few of the endings are♥♥♥♥♥♥ but its all a very
good read. please HAVE PATIANCE. deffinately a mind\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. the visual style looks like a cross between
early C64 and VGA graphics, with changing color schemes. the story really follows the logic of a dream, so that your choices
really change the dynamics of the story and sometimes the world around you. looking for adventure? escape? safty in the usual
or danger in a world beyond? just be carefull what you wish for. and just like a dream, if you go too deep, it just might end
before you really want it too. granted a few of the endings are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but its all a very good
read. please HAVE PATIANCE. very atmospheric and interesting
was immediately pulled into the gameplay
the save features are great
def worth the buy. Story was a little inconsistent, but is still fine, for me. Mainly, I'm not recommending it because of a slew of
translation issues and I personally don't like the images that come with it.. Some really interesting and inquisitive writing buried
beneath a whole host of translation issues.

Recommended, though be prepared for some sentences that are really difficult to parse, and a lot of re-reading until things make
sense.
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